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Impeach Bushwhacker Bush! 

George Bushwhacker Bush Is a stooge I n  the clutches of the Jews. He Is fronting for 
them and playing their game. He Is not only a traitor to the White Race, he Is also a traitor to 
the country of which he holds the highest office In the land. He Is In collusion with our most 
deadly enemies, the Jews and their parasitic bandit state of Israel. This Is high treason 
against his own country, whose very Interests and laws he has sworn to uphold and defend. 

by Ben Klassen. P.M. 

A bushwha cke r can be described as a 
criminal thug lying in ambush waiting to 
pounce on his Intended victim In a sneak attack 
at the opportune moment. Two thousand years 
ago the Romans In their superlative Latin had a 
phrase for such a creature: anguis in herba. 
Translated Into simple English It means the 
same today as It did then -- a snake in the 
grass. Another common and modern day 
example that Is all too common Is a gang of 
criminal nfggers ambushing their prey In some 
dark alley of our decaying cities. 

Having categorized a bushwhacker, Jet us 
now once more define the word chabez-goy for 
the umpteenth time, In case some of our readers 
have forgotten. Chabez-goy Is a Jewish term of 
contempt for those goyim who are lackeys and 
sycophants for their Jewish overlords, praising, 
defending and doing the Jew's dirty work. A 
White Man, who Is a traitor to his own race and 
does the bidding of the Jews, falls Into this 
category. 

* * * * * 

With the above definitions as a frame of 
reference, let us now recapitulate the recent 
events leading up to the stupid and Insane 
American Involvement In the Gulf War. 

BRAINWASHED IDIOT . . . DOESN'T HE 
KNOW WE'RE OUT lo BLEED HIS 
CoUNTRY DRY AND MONGRELIZE 
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EVERY. BoDy SHOULD LOVE WE JEWS, LIKE 
I DO. WHY. . . THEY ARE OUR G-REATEST M.Ly 
AND CLOSE TRUSTWORTHY FR\ENDS. 

Predictably, It has become a growing catastrophe 
of monumental dimensions and will escalate Into 
more major horrors as the war drags on. 

In RL I 66, we made It abundantly clear 
that Iraq's Invasion of Kuwait came as no 
surprise to chabez-goy George Bush. The facts 
are overwhelmingly clear that the Bush 
administration, steered and guided by Its Jewish 
mentors, badly wanted a pretext to drag the 
awesome might of the U.S. military forces onto 
the sands of Saudi Arabia and smash the 
military capabilities of Iraq. We have related 
how as early as March of 1989, eighteen 
months before the Iraqi Invasion of Kuwait, the 
Bush administration (controlled by the Israeli 
and Jewish cabal) was already hard at work 
planning just such a major war against Iraq. 
U.S. Army Lt. Gen. John Yeosock had a force of 
500 war-garners, fuel estimators, and other 
experts In Building 363 at Fort McPherson, 
Georgia, working day and night planning the 
details of just such a massive onslaught for the 
destruction of Iraq. At that time (March, 1989), 
we must remember, Bush still pretended to be a 
friend and ally of Saddam Hussein and of Iraq, 
all the while planning how to strike like a rattle 
snake at the opportune time. 

All they needed was a pretext. What that 
might be was Irrelevant at that time, but no 
matter - they would concoct some pretext when 
the time came. By July of 1990 the plans were 
completed and the U.S. military machine was 
ready to strike. When Iraq and Kuwait got Into 
a local squabble about the delineation of a 
common oll pool on their borders, the Jews and 
the Bush coterie rubbed their hands In glee. Far 
from trying to ameliorate the squabble between 
two Arab nations, they goaded Saddam on and 
gave him the green light to Invade. On July 24, 
1990, U.S. State Department spokesperson 
Margaret Tutwiler blandly stated at a public 
news conference that the U.S. did not have any 
special defense treaties with Kuwait, nor did It 
have any special defense or security 
commitments to Kuwait. The next day, U.S. 
Ambassador April Glaspie, In a meeting with 
Saddam, stated categorically: "We have no 
opinion on the Arab - Arab conflicts, like your 
border disagreement with Kuwait." All this, 
just a week before the Iraqi Invasion of Kuwait, 
an Invasion the United States was well aware 
of In advance, just as some 49 years earlier 
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Another Victim 
of the Black/Mud/Jew Criminal 

Terror Against Whit�s 

Danny Thomas Parrish, 29, a White 
man from Fort Pierce, Florida, has been shot and 
killed by a criminal nigger, Bill Leon Kearse, on 
January 1 8, 199 1 .  

A Fort Pierce police officer, Danny Thomas 
Parrish was gunned down at A venue A and North 
Fifth Street in downtown Fort Pierce when he tried to 
arrest the ex-convict nigger for a traffic violation. 

The savage nigger, Bill Leon Kearse, who 
boasted to other niggers about his violent criminal 
history that included six previous felony convictions 
and several misdemeanor convictions, had been 
released from prison on November 30, 1 990, after 
serving only a small fraction of his previous 
sentence, under the "Florida Legislature's Control 
Release Authority" -- a program designed to reward 
nigger criminals with early prison releases. Another 
nigger, released under the same program, was charged 
two days later with stabbing a Tallahassee woman. 

One thing is certain, as long as we have niggers 
in this country, there will be no safety for Whites. 

The face of the racial enemy 

White People A wake! 
Save the White Race! 
Join the Creativity Movement and hasten 

the day when all enemies of the White Race -

niggers, muds and jews -- will be shipped 
out of this country. 

All Whites, Unite and Fight! 
Keep America White and Safe! 

Brought to you by the Church of Creativity
Sticky Note
Find us on the web: CreativityAlliance.comEmail: PM@creativityalliance.com
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Impeach Bushwhacker Bush! 
(Continued from Page 1) 
chabez-goy president Roosevelt had been well 
aware of the Impending Japanese attack on 
Pearl Harbor. In both cases, the treacherous 
U.S. presidents were hoping and praying for the 
other side to make the first overt move so that 
the U.S. could be sucked Into a major war for the 
benefit of the sinister Jewish conspiracy. 

With much to gain and with ostensible 
encouragement of the world's No.1 superpower, 
Saddam Hussein made the move. No sooner had 
he done so, when the U.S. worm turned, and 
suddenly Bushwhacker Bush became the world's 
most vocal and vociferous warmonger. Saddam 
had been booby trapped and there was now no 
turning back. The Jews and their chabez-goy In 
the White House now had the pretext for the war 
they wanted, and all they had to do was fan the 
flames of war every day, and fan them they did. 
Without the consent of the Congress, and without 
even consulting the Congress, the Bushwhacker 
Immediately sent 200,000 American troops to 
be deployed on the hot, hellish sands of Saudi 
Arabia with the aim of destroying Iraq as a 
potential military threat to Israel. 

* * * * * 

Chabez-goy George Bushwhacker Bush now 
had to come up with a good-sounding reason as 
to why he made such a drastic and far-reaching 
commitment, one that would sell to the American 
public. Try as he might, and although coached 
and goaded by his Jewish wordsmiths, he never 
could find one that would ostensibly fly. 

At first, It was to "defend Saudi Arabia 
from invasion". Not too bright, but It. was a 
start. Since Iraq had not threatened to Invade 
Saudi Arabia, what was the big deal about 
sending 200,000 troops out there on those hot 
sands? And In any case, were we to rush out to 
everyone of dozens of crises throughout the 
world for no other reason than that some Idiot 
conjectured a possible attack? If so, we would 
soon have our troops proliferated all over the 
world. And how many years would our troops be 
suffering and sweating on the hot desert sands 
while they waited? 

Next, "naked aggression will not stand", 
said the Bushwhacker. Really?. What about his 
own Invasion of Panama just last year? What 
about the Israeli Invasion of the West Bank and 
of the Gaza strip? They had been there since 
1967, almost a quarter of a century. Why no 
outrage? What about the Soviet Invasion of 
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia? The Soviets have 
been In the Baltic states by means of "naked 
aggression" for nearly 50 years, and as recently 
as last we�k they killed a number of Lithuanians 
and Latvians by means of brutal force when 
these beleaguered countries sought to rightfully 
restore their own Independence. 

Next, "Saddam would control the major 
portion of all the oil in the world." This, 
too, was a baseless claim of the JOG propa
ganda. If the United States had kept Its nose 
out of the Gulf squabble, oil would be still selling 
for less than $20 a barrel, and It makes damn 
little difference to us as to whether we buy It 
from one Arab, or one Emir, or one Sheik, or the 
other. Saddam never threatened to cut off the 
oil supply, and Is only too anxious to sell what Is 
the main source of Income for Iraq. 

Then came the ploy that "Saddam was 
another Hitler" and wanted to conquer the 
world, and If left unchallenged would threaten 
our very way of life. This stupid argument to me 
Is reminiscent of the Vietnam War when I 
remember the then Secretary of Defense, Robert 
McNamara, standing In front of a blackboard 
and pointing to all kinds of maps and charts and 
lecturing us about "the domino effect" of North 
Vietnam conquering all of East Asia unless we 
sent our boys In there and smashed the hell out 
of the North VIetnamese. This Is the same 
stupid bungler who, when president of the Ford 

THE MANY FACES OF BUSH 

Motors Company, came out with the Edsel, the 
most colossal flop In automotive history. 

Every week the Bushwhacker has come up 
with a new pretext as to why we should smash 
Iraq, and specifically take out Saddam Hussein. 
Senator Ernest Hollings (D.- S.C.) In the Senate 
debate during the second week on January made 
a clear case against Bush's spurious pretext for 
going to war. To quote part of his well
articulated speech: 

-"Naked aggression? Pick up the morning 
paper. My colleagues wlll see as recently 
as yesterday (January 11, 1991) naked 
aggression against Lithuania, a free people 
with a free parliament, not an emir. Are we 
going to Intervene to rescue Lithuania? Not a . 
chance. Lithuania does not have oll. 

Chad? The beginning of December. 
Rwanda? A few weeks ago. We can go 
down the list. Afghanistan, Cambodia, the 
Pakistani - India border - naked aggression. 
Syria against Lebanon. They massacred 750 
Ch ristians. " 

Senator Hollings went on, and made an 
excellent case about all the aggressions 
throughout the world we did not seem to be 
Interested In stopping. However, conspicuously 
and deliberately neither he nor anyone else In 
the House or the Senate dared to mention the 
crux of the case, namely Israel and Its 23-year
old Invasion of Palestine and Its killings, 
brutality and suppression of human rights In 
that area. 

We now come to the key Issue In this whole 
miserable mess. Senator Hollings did mention 
oil, but It Is not the main Issue. As I have said, 
Saddam was not about to cut off our oil supply, 
and If In fact only a meager 1. 9% of our oil came 
from Kuwait. There Is no shortage of oil. On the· 
contrary, there Is an oil glut on the world 
markets. 

So what is the real reason? mE KEY 
ISSUE IN THIS . WHOLE MISERABLE 
DEBACLE IS ISRAEL AND THE JEWS. 
The whole Arab world of some 150 million 
people hate the Jews, and for good reasons. 
Iraq, after eight years of war with Iran (a 
Moslem, but non-Arab country), emerged with 
the most powerful military force In the Middle 
East. It was, and Is, a real threat to Israel. The 
Arabs know It, Israel knows It, and the Bush
whacker knows lt. Since the Jews control 
the U.S. government, the time had come 
for them to push the United States into a 
major war to smash their potential enemy, 
just as they goaded the U.S. Into World War II to 
smash Germany when that country became a 
threat to Jewish control of the world. Again, the 
Jews are telling us to go In there and fight their 
war, and while we bleed and die, they will 
graciously hold our coats for us. 

(Continued on Page 8) 

We Fly -- You Die! 
When George (Bushwhacker) Bush was vice-president 

under Reagan, one of his mundane duties was to represent 
the president and/or the United States at the funerals of 
dignitaries, not only at home but all over the world. And 
represent them he did. In fact, he has undoubtedly logged 
more airline mileage than any other president in history. 
His staff, who arranged his flights all over the world, had 
a joke going to the effect "you die -- we fly". 

. Until he became president, the Bushwhacker was 
unanimously dubbed as a wimp by the establishment 
press, and even during his 1 988 campaign he had to 
overcome this image. However, as soon as he was 
president and had the power, he lost no time showing the 
world that he was indeed no wimp, but an aggressive, 
bloodthirsty warmonger, one of the most ruthless and 
treacherous individuals who ever had the misfortune to 
become an American president. First he took out Manuel 
Noriega of Panama, once a hireling of the CIA of which 
Bush himself was the head. This he did with the over
whelming military might of the United States of which he 
was Commander-in-Chief, and for no other reason than 
that Noriega aggravated him. 

Now, as Commander-in-Chief, he has committed 
some five hundred thousand American troops to the hot 
burning sands of Saudi Arabia to take out another small
time punk by the name of Saddam Hussein. 

This time it will be no small weekend affair. 
Probably hundreds of thousands of Iraqis, including 
innocent women and children, will be killed, not to 
mention probably tens of thousands of our own deluded 
and deceived American soldiers, sailors, marines and air 
force personnel, a major tragedy of monumental 
dimensions. 

Why is this man doing such an idiotic, asinine, 
treacherous and murderous thing? 

The reasons are hard to come by. Certainly none of 
the transparent and fictitious reasons, with which he has 
tried so hard to snooker the long-suffering American 
people, can stand up to the light of day. The only 
obvious reason is that, at the instigation of 
his Jewish manipulators, he has committed the 
li ves, the i ntegrity and the wealth of the 
American people to the protection of the 
parasitic bandit state of Israel from its Arab 
neighbors. 

The result of this blunder will be another ghastly 
Vietnam, and even if we "win" ·through sheer 
overwhelming military might, the losers will }>e not only 
the Iraqis, but also we Americans and the entire world. 
The hatred of the 150 million Arabs for America, the Jews 
and Israel will last for untold generations, and the grief of 
the mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, husbands, wives 
and children of those killed in this unwarranted and stupid 
pro-Jewish war will never be forgotten nor forgiven. 

As our pilots and airplanes, acting on orders from 
Bushwhacker Bush, rain thousands of tons of deadly 
bombs down on the hapless Iraqis, Bush's motto "you 
die -- we fly" can now be reversed into "we fly 
-- you die", and believe me, this is no joke. It is a 
horrible tragedy, instigated by our vicious enemies -

Israel and the Jewish network. B.K., P.M. 

WELL GANG-... HERE WE &0, 
OFF TO IHE LATEST JEW 

INSPIRED WAR. 
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About Liberty, Chaos 
and Organized Society 

Only in a well-organized White Society, structured for the protection 
and advancement of the best interests of the White Race, 

can we hope to survive and prosper. 

by Ben Klassen. P.M. 

In their Protocols of the Elders of Zion, the 
Jews congratulate themselves that they have 
entrapped and enslaved more unsuspecting 
goyim with their catchwords of Lib e r t y ,  
Equality and Fraternity than any other 
concept. They further smirk unto themselves 
that each one of these words contra
dicts the others, and that none of these 
concepts are workable In the real world, yet by 
throwing them out to the mobs, the .Jews brag 
that they have caused more turmoil, revo
lution and chaos than they have with any 
other deceptions in their multifarious bag 
of tricks. If this Is so, and history amply 
confirms that It Is, let us take a close look and 
analyze these booby traps more closely. 

The word "liberty" has had great appeal to 
the masses for ages. People want to be free and 
the words liberty and freedom are synonymous. 
How free is free? The word itself is an 
absolutism. To be free means you have 
no restrictions on your activities. As soon 
as there are restrictions on your activities 
and someone else can tell you what you 
can and cannot do, you are no longer 
"free", right? Yes, I would say that is a 
reasonable conclusion a logical person 
would arrive at. It also then follows that 
being free, such person has no obllgations, 
no responsibilities, no duties, no rules, no 
guidelines, no laws they are bound to 
follow or obey. It sounds great, from the 
Libertarian point of view. 

Now let us get back to the real world. At 
what stage of life do we arrive at such an Ideal 
state of milieu? As a 3 year old toddler? As a 
10 year old? A teenager? At 21? As a 30 year 
old parent? As a grandparent? When you are 
dead and laid to rest? 

The fact Is, at none of these. The toddler has 
any number of duties and obligations with which 
he must learn to cope. (For the sake of brevity, 
I use the word "he" throughout as also a n  
alternative for the word "she", and the word 
"man" applies equally for the word "woman".) 
The toddler must by now be "potty trained", must 
learn a comprehensive vocabulary of new words, 
must learn table manners, must learn to keep 
himself and his clothes relatively clean, must 
learn obedience to his parents. The list Is 
endless. 

Many of these obligations and a passel of 
new ones extend on to the 10 year old and the 
teenager. As an adult of 21 more duties and 
obligations are added to the list, such as having 
completed or continuing higher education, 
earning a living, planning on marriage, and a 
number of others. Parenthood Involves even 
more. Parents must not only be able to establish 
and maintain a household, but must also have 
provided for a decent Income, be a role model for 
their children, provide for their education, and a 
host of other very real obligations and respon
sibilities, many of which extend on Into becoming 
grandparents. 

Added on to all these are any number of civic 
duties, such as paying taxes, trying to keep the 
local, state and federal government In check, 
and dealing with such governments' demands, 
whether we .like it or not. After we are dead and 
buried, we still have some arduous responsibi
lities, not the least of which is having left a 

reputation and track record to which our 
children and grandchildren can point with pride. 
Also, before departing from this world grand
parents have a responsibility to leave the 
environment, their country and their society in 
as good or better shape than when they entered. 
This they owe to their children, their grand
children and their future progeny. 

So, how free are we when we enter 
this world, when we leave it, and the 
time in between? The answer is only an 
irresponsible idiot would try to shuck all 
the obligations and responsibilities that 
are incumbent with living. But even try as 
he may, such Individual Is far from being "free". 
As a child he may try to rebel against authority, 
but It will avail him nothing. He will be 
chastised and he will be punished, and life will 
only be extremely difficult. As an adult, he may 
try to Ignore the responsibility of earning a 
living, but poverty and misery will be his lot. He 
can neglect the responsibility of supporting his 
family, but loneliness, Isolation and guilt will be 
the consequence. He has the freedom to Ignore, 
or even violate the law, but he will suffer the 
penalties of heavy fines and/or Incarceration. 
Certainly, there will be no joys of "freedom", and 
liberty will not be his reward. 

* * * * * 

Let us now picture a scenario In a world 
about which Libertarians love to fantasize and 
eulogize, a world In which everyone Is free to 
damn well do as the spirit moves them. 

In such a world there are no traffic laws. 
You can zoom down the highway or the street of 
a residential neighborhood at 90 miles an hour. 
If It so tickles your fancy, you can also do this In 
the left lane any time you please. After all, 
nobody Is going to tell you where or how you can 
drive, nor Is anybody going to tell you that you 
have to have a driver's license, nor a license 
plate on your car to Identify the vehicle. How 
long, do you suppose, you would stay alive? Or 
even If you decided to comply with all the traffic 
rules, but the rest of the Irresponsible yokels 
need not, how would you like to venture forth 
Into traffic? 

As a true Libertarian, you are also, of 
course, free do dump your garbage anywhere 
you please, such as on your neighbor's lawn. On 
the other hand, there are certain drawbacks to 
this kind of liberty. Your neighbor Is also free to 
dump his garbage on your lawn, and undoubtedly 
would do so In retaliation. He may also utilize 
his freedom to fire his gun In your direction. 

A true Libertarian Is also free from taxes, 
and to spend his money as only he pleases. This 
means that no roads, bridges or schools will be 
built, unless a congenial private group can get 
together and do so voluntarily. But, again, there 
are numerous disadvantages to this arrange
ment. By joining such a group you are thereby 
already surrendering some of your precious 
freedoms, of course, and then, too, there Is the 
unpleasant likelihood that other freeloaders, who 
never contributed to your group, would also use 
your roads and bridges. There Is also the 
difficulty that such roads would not connect with 
some other Independent group's arrangement 
and would go nowhere. 

(Continued on Page 8) 
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Time to take stock 
by David Lane, P.O.W. 

As we watch our young folk and our leaders 
victimized by the in-justice system, and as our front-line 
teachers continue to be hampered by a lack of funds, it is 
time to examine our tactics. 

By now, it should be self-evident that the occupa
tion governments of the once White nations 
will settle for nothing less than the total 
extermination of our kind. So, why (I ask) aren't 
we addressing that issue? The issue is not hatred of 
others, it is the survival of our own species! Why do our 
leaders let the enemy turn the facts upside down? 

If you are motivated, as I am, by a wish to preserve 
the beauty of White woman on this Earth, or by a 
need to provide a future for White children, then 
why not say so in our literature, radio and audio-tape 
outreach programs? Yes, it is true that a man cannot love 
his people unless he hates what destroys them, but why 
play into the enemies' hands with what they call "hate" 
literature? 

Years ago I created a pamphlet called "The Death of 
the White Race". Although it may be the most widely 
distributed piece of racial literature in recent Limes, the 
enemy has never addressed it or its contents. They can't, 
because if they do, they must admit their real goal which 
is to exterminate our race. As ever more oppressive laws 
are passed so that even a racial slur is worth a prison 
sentence, we must learn to express out cause wisely. 
How can they attack you in front of a jury when all your 
literature says is that "we must obey the FIRST 
Law of Nature, i.e., the preservation of our 
own kind"? 

I would like also to say something to the young folks 
(and please don't take this wrong, my young friends). 
I recognize your frustration, for I 've felt it myself and I 
know this insane world was not your doing. What I say 
is out of my love for you, for you are my flesh and blood. 

I believe that you militants are correct that ultimately 
there is no solution but the path of The Order, however -
learn from the mistakes. of The Order! If The 
Order had operated as tiny autonomous units, 
preferably ONE-MAN UNITS, they would still 
be in business. If two people know a secret, it isn't a 
secret when the JOG terror begins. As one man is fond of 
saying, "Never let your left hand know what your right 
hand is doing, let alone wives, friends, lovers, or 
comrades." Furthermore, I can see no point in vandalism. 

I would further add that most of you young folk just 
aren't equipped (emotionally, physically, or intellectually) 
at this time to fight guerilla warfare against the most 
advanced police state in history. Order-type activities are 
for mature and capable men, ruthless, silent, and self
motivated. 

For all but a few elite "warrior/priest" types, I would 
recommend other activities at this time. Your own 

(Continued on Page 11) 
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BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS 
The great pro-White 

ideas of Creativity 
win converts in South Africa 

Dear COTC HQ: 
On behalf of all the members and supporters of the 

South African branch of the COTC I thank you for the 
generous shipments of books and newspapers which are 
distributed all over the country to members and 
supporters. 

The great pro-White ideas of Creativity are 
spreading throughout White South Africa, 
despite massive opposition and hostility by 
the Judeo-ChristiaJ!s, especially the virulent 
Identity variety. Death threats to me by these deluded 
pseudo Jews (idiotic, spook-chasing "true" Israelites) have 
necessitated the unplugging of my telephone by night in 
order to get some sleep._ 

During the past months we have been viciously 
attacked in the "mainstream" Afrikaans press, resulting in 
numerous positive inquiries from all over the country. 
Many race-conscious Whites visited me and expressed 
their enthusiastic support for the true White Racial 
Religion -- Creativity. The number of people attending 
our monthly meetings is increasing. 

The general situation in South Africa is rapidly 
sliding into anarchy. The savage kaffirs are already 
fighting among themselves for the property of the 
defaulting White Race. Christian churches and the 
Jew-controlled mass media are duping Whites 
into believing that, because or their past 
practice of Apartheid (Racial Loyalty), 
they are guilty or tremendous sins against 
"humanity" and specifically against the 
subhuman kaffirs. One million one hundred thousand 
Whites (members of the South African Dutch Reformed 
Church) have already confessed through their church 
leaders, kneeling before a most disgusting and ugly kaffrr 
bishop, their "guilt of racism" and pleaded for forgiveness. 
Can you imagine the spectacle of so many Whites 
creeping in the dust before an African mud primate! To 
repent in the name of a mythical Jewish bastard! To plead 
for forgiveness for imagined sins! Well, it happened right 
here in South Africa. The power of religion is amply 
demonstrated by this lunacy -- the suicidal power of the 
fatal Jewish poison called Christianity. Another name for 
Christianity is mass insanity! 

Many pro- White fighters and activists have been 
jailed in South Africa without charges. Most of them 
have been very beaten and tortured by the JOG security 
police -- men of our own race but completely loyal to the 
enemy. The situation is desperate and very dangerous! 
However, the White masses still remain passive in their 
Christian induced stupor, dumbstruck by feelings of guilt, 
and manipulated by the Jew-controlled media. 

Nevertheless, we believe that the White People in 
South Africa will awake before it is too late and embrace 
the ideology-philosophy-religion of Creativity as their 
only real salvation. 

For all-White South Africa and all-White World! 
Rev. Jan Smith 

South Africa 

The Battle Flag of Creativity 

in the "Land of Ice" 
Dear COTC: 
Every issue of RL is eagerly anticipated and highly 

appreciated, because RL more than any o�er newsp�r 
addresses the most vital problems confrontmg the White 
Race. 

Here in the ."Land of Ice" the battle for Creativity 
goes on. Rev. Tommy Ryden gives us a coura¥eous 
example of leadership, dedication and perseverance m the 
face of severe enemy opposition. Despite all the obstacles 
and persecutions, we will continue the fight against the 
Jewish Conspiracy to mongrelize the White Race into 
oblivion. If the JOG sends us to prison, we will spread 
the word of Creativity to other White inmates. 

With this letter enclosed is a $60 donation. Please 
send us via air mail the glorious flag of Creativity. We 
are determined to frrmly establish the victorious Battle 
Flag of Creativity here in the "Land of lce". RAHOWA! 

D. Twaland 
Sweden 

The JOG gulag jailers 
persecute David Lane 

Dear COTC: 
I have just received the January issue of Racial 

Loyalty which included David Lane's article "Divided 
Loyalties" along with your commentary. 

According to my information, several weeks ago, the 
Leavenworth prison officials confiscated all of David's 
books, reference materials, dictionaries, leaving him 
with only a King James Bible for reading 
material! He is being forbidden from receiving any and 
all publications for an indefinite period of time and no 
reason has been given for this action. 

Because of this current restriction, David may or may 
riot even see your commentary nor be able to respond to 
it. However, I am certain that he would appreciate 
receiving personal letters from your readers -- even 
those in disagreement with him will be a 
welcome diversion from King James' Version 
or a concoction! 

Name and state withheld by request 
ED. NOTE: We invite all White Racial Loyalists-

Creators to write to the pro-White P.O.W., David Lane. 
Please give him moral support in his struggle against the 
JOG gulag tyranny. Also, please invite him to cross the 
Rubicon and join the one and only, true and revolutionary 
White Racial Religion -- Creativity. His address is: 

David Lane# 12873-057 
P.O. Box 1000 
Leavenworth, KS 66048 

JOG police violates 
First Amendment rights 
Dear COTC: 
Recently several TV stations in Baltimore during the 

evening jews-cast showed footage of a big black greasy 
oyster-lipped nigger cop walking from one private porch 
to another, picking up and removing copies of RACIAL 
LOYALTY which had been placed there during the night. 
This happened in Essex, a suburb of Baltimore. 

The removal of a newspaper from a private porch 
without an express permission from the homeowner 
strikes me as being a blatant violation of the First 
Amendment by the JOG police. It is an indication of the 
things to come. White people awake before it is too late! 

COTC Activist in Baltimore 
Maryland 

.... 

now! I 

The JOG is breaking its own "mandatory parole 
guidelines" by arbitrarily, maliciously and tyrannic�ly 
keeping Rev. Rudy Stanko in prison past the two-thrrds 
of his term. Therefore, we ask all White Racial 
Loyalists -- Creators to renew and redouble the 
letter writing campaign to their senators and 
congressmen. Also, please write to our future leader, 
Rev. Rudy Stanko, and express your support of his 
struggle against the JOG tyranny: 

Rev. Rudy Stanko 
P.O. Box 1000 

Butner, NC 27509 

Cupid's Corner 
One of the SIXTEEN COMMANDMENTS OF 

CREATIVITY states: "Be fruitful and multiply! 
Do your part in helping to po pulate the world 
with your o wn kind!" Therefore, to bring eligible 

White men and women together and facilitate the 
accomplishment of the very important goal of White 
genetic procreation, Racial Loyalty has created a 
"White racial match-making service" which is called 
CUPID'S CORNER. 

There has already been considerable interest among 
our members in taking advantage of our CUPID'S 
CORNER in finding an ideologically compatible life
partner for themselves, and we have received several 
inquiries. (Eligible White men, take note: we already 
have some very interesting inquiries from beautiful blond 
and blue-eyed White women from Sweden!) 

We invite all White readers of Racial Loyalty (and 
especially White girls and women!) to participate in the 
White racial match-making service by writing to: 

CUPID'S CORNER c/o Racial Loyalty 
P.O. Box 400, Otto, NC 28763, USA 

1. Include a recent photo of yourself. 
2. Give most of the basic statistics: race, ancestry, 

age, sex, weight, height, color of eyes and hair, health, 
overall appearance. 

3. Brief personal resume: level of commitment 
to the pro-White racial activism, ideological I 
political I religious convictions, education, job, hobbies, 
interests, talents. 

4. Preferences about potential life-partners of the 
opposite sex with whom the writer would like to 
correspond. 

These are some of. the items you might wish to cover 
in the initial letter, but it is not necessary to go into too 
much detail. Keep it short and to the point. The essential 
information of your inquiry will be added to our match
making master list. 

The ultimate objective of participation in the White 
racial match-making service -- CUPID'S CORNER is, we 
hope, marriage and the founding of another White family. 

The White racial match-making service -- CUPID'S 
CORNER is provided free of charge as a special service to 
all White subscribers to Racial Loyalty. The CUPID'S 
CORNER procedure for match-making is as follows: 

a) upon inquiry, you will receive (once completed) 
our match-making master list, identifying the potential 
candidates by using a code number only and containing the 
candidate's essential bio/resume information (without their 
name and address); 

b) upon selecting the desired candidates, please write 
them an introductory letter in care of CUPID'S CORNER, 
c/o Racial Loyalty, P. 0. Box 400, Otto, NC 28763; 

c) we will forward your introductory letter to the 
candidates you selected; 

d) then it is up to the selected candidates to respond to 
you directly and establish the connection. 

WHITE MEN AND WOMEN, BE 
FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY! DO YOUR 
PART IN HELPING TO POPULATE THE 
WORLD WITH YOUR OWN KIND ! 
RAHOWA! THIS PLANET IS ALL OURS! 

(Disclaimer: Racial Loyalty encourages all 
participants in the White racial match-making service -

CUPID'S CORNER to use caution and sound judgement 
in evaluating potential partners. Racial Loyalty takes no 
responsibility for possible misinformation and/or mis
matches. "Caveat emptor!" "Buver beware!") 

Important Note: 
Dear participants in the White Racial 

Match-Making Service and all readers of Racial 
Lovaltv. please be patient! 

Pl e a s e  do n't dema n d  immedia te 
gra tifica tio n. It takes time and effort to 
develop a good match-making master list. The 
problem is that most or our responses are 
coming from men. But, we are sure, with 
time we will reach a more diverse group or 
eligible White people, not only in the u.s., 
but also Europe, Australia and South Africa. 

Again, please be patient: we need you and 
you need u s! As yo 11 and we kno w, there is no 
alt.ernative to the COTC as  far as  White 
survival is concerned. SO DON'T ASK WHAT 
THE COTC CAN DO FOR YOU, ASK WHAT 
YOU CAN DO FOR THE COTC! 
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White Racial Mobilization 

Creativity replaces Identity 
Dear Mr. Ben Klassen: 
I have read the entire collection of your books and 

several issues of your newspaper Racial Loyalty. 
Your real accomplishment, I believe, is your 

relentless exposure of the main instrument of our defeat, 
namely, the Bible. The horrible passages which you have 
been exposing have led me to read the Bible for the frrst 
time. I have used your citations and many 
others I have subsequently found on my Chris
tian friends, especially Identity Christians. 
Some say, "You sound l ike Ben Klassen", but others 
admit there are problems. Most Christians, I'm certain, 
have never read the Bible carefully, let alone critically. It 
is too unsettling and too Jewish. 

Merely a cursory reading of the Torah will make the 
fairy tale called "The Holocaust" perfectly understandable. 
The word itself means burnt offering, of course, and that 
nauseating Israelite practice is described too many times 
for a reader not to put two and two together to get "gas 
ovens". 

This is the great service which you perform and 
which will eventually lead to our de-Judaization, even if 
only relatively few men will spread the word -- such is the 
power of the truth. I am doing this at every opportunity 
but it requires a familiarization with the Bible to be able 
to deprogram sincere Christians. "God's Law" can be 
q uickly shown to be nothing more than 
rabbinical terrorism and stupefaction. 

Delenda est Judaica! RAHOW A! 
Bruce 

California 

Pro-White P.O.W. Update 
We have learned that one of our dedicated activists, 

Rev. Matthew Hayhow, has been arrested in Ohio and is 
currently being held in a Columbus jail. The charges filed 
against him are related to a period when he was a Northern 
Hammer Skinhead activist, prior to becoming a member 
and a reverend of the COTC. Rev. Matthew Hayhow 
categorically denies any wrongdoing and feels that the 
JOG police is trying to set him up in revenge for his pro
White activism. 

We ask all White Racial Loyalists -- Creators to write 
to Rev. Matthew Hayhow and give him moral support in 
his struggle against the JOG tyranny. 

His address is: 
Rev. Matthew Hay how 
# 1 77724, F.C.C.C. 8ERI 
370 S. Front St. 
Columbus, OH 43215  

Confessions of a Sinner 
Dear COTC: 
I want to share with you the sad results of my 

biological treason. This happened years ago, while I was 
still a Goddamned Judeo-Christian and naturally before my 
conversion to the White Racial Religion -- Creativity. 

I committed one of the most heinous crimes against 
Nature and committed the highest act of treason against 
my Race which any man could commit 

Being raised Christian, I had no sense of racial pride 
or racial loyalty. With preachers constantly preaching that 
we are "all equal in the eyes of the Lord", I felt sorry 
(or whatever) for the mud races and therefore married a 
squaw and produced five half-breed kids. Later, upon 
regaining my sense of racial pride and racial loyalty, I 
divorced my non-White wife, married a White woman and 
produced two White boys. 

Some time back, my oldest son (Indian) visited me. I 
told him I didn't want them to think I was hiding anything 
from them and therefore showed him my COTC room. I 
also let him read some of our literature. A little while 
later I could see he was feeling bad, and he said, "You 
know, Dad, I can't be a White Supremacist and the Indians 
don't accept me entirely because my name is-- (German)! "  
In  other words, I made him a nothing. He has nothing to 
be proud of and WHEN the race war starts, what 
side does he fight on? It made me feel bad and 
ashamed of my racial sin. 

I hope all you Creators make an extra effort to educate 
all the young Whites not to make the same mistake I 
made. RACIAL PURITY IS OUR ONLY SECURITY! 

(Name & state withheld by request) 

Eternal Flames of Creativity 
Dear White Racial Loyalists -- Creators: 
White racial greetings unto you all! Upon my 

confinement the JOG beat me into the ground by constant 
harassment and arbitrary denials of the COTC literature, 
but the eternal flame of Creativity continues to 
burn in this Creator's heart and will continue to 
bum as long as I live. I believe that if only one Creator 
be left he or she will carry our sacred White Racial 
Religion unto complete and total victory. Nothing can 
stop us for we have the WINNING FORMULA FOR 
WHITE SURVIVAL, EXPANSION AND ADVANCE
MENT. We will win! RAHOW A! 

R. Q. Smith 
Georgia 

The final hour of White Power. 
White Man, ·oin the COTC, now! 

******************************** 
Brand New pro-White Items! Order Them Today! 

Order a new book! 

THE RL PORTFOLIO ONE 
This large format (11 x 15") book contains complete 

reproductions of the first 20 issues of the best pro-White 
newspaper ·· Racial Loyalty. 

The book"s acid-free paper guarantees a life of 200 years. 
This excellent and unique book is well worth the investment 
of $50. It is a must for every Creator. and especially for 
every Reverend. ORDER YOUR COPY, TODAY! 

Portfolio One 
"•"�· N ... a ... ao, .� ....... ,., ,. "•••••"·''•' 

COTC HQ Poster. (21 x 30"). Colorful, beautiful and 
meaningful, it perpetuates the image of the COTC HQ and provides an 
inspirational visual message for all White Racial Loyalists -- Creators. 
Affordable price: for $20 you will receive two posters. Order today! 

White Man, lcnow your rights and become an active 
distributor of our newspaper, books and other literature! 
Sow the seeds of White Victory! -- your future and 
the future of your children depends on that. For a 
special price of $15, order a hundred copies of our 
pro-White newspaper, flyers, cards and distribute by 
anonymously leaving them on White people's porches 
or parked car windshield wipers. The right to distribute 
our literature is guaranteed by the First Amendment of the 
U.S. Constitution. 

White Man, come out of the closet! 
Whether you like it or not, you all< involved in the racial 
war that the Jews, niggers and muds are waging against all 
Whites. We have no time to lose. As you know, the 
4/9/90 issue of "Time" has stated officially and unequi
vocal ly:  "By 2056, Whites will be a minority group in 
the U.S. " "Time" ends its story with a smug Jewish 
comment: " . .  And it is irreversibly the America to come. "  

Dear White Racial Comrades, let's make damn sure 
that we do reverse this sinister, genocidal Jewish plan to 
mongrelize and destroy White America! Let's build a 
massive grassroots pro-White movement -- the Creativity 
Movement! White Man, join the war for White 
survival! Let us play White Chicken no more! 
Become an active defender of your inherent White Heritage 
and Gene Pool. You owe it to yourself, to your glorious 
White ancestors, and -- above all -- to your children and 
their future progeny. RAHOW A! 

I THE COTC LOCAL CONTACT POINTS: 
* COTC in South Africa 

Kerk van die Skepper 
Posbus 28628 
Sunnyside 0 1 32 
South Africa 

* COTC in Sweden 
Kreativistens Kyrka 
P.O. Box 504 
562 02 Taberg 
Sweden 

* COTC in Sweden 
Kreativistens Kyrka 
P.O. Box 9101  
650 09 Karlstad 
Sweden 

* COTC in England 
P.O. Box 229 
Worcester, WR2 4SU 
England 

* COTC in England 
c/o NSG 
P.O. Box 1 924 
Great Barr 
Birmingham, B43 7NJ 
England 

* COTC in Canada 
Box 24 1 1 8 
601 Dundas St. W. 
Whitby, Ont., LIN 8X8 
Canada 

* RAHOW A! Music Band 
3430 Finch Ave. East, 
Unit 5A, Box 1 12 
Scarboro, Ont., MIW 2K5 
Canada 

* COTC in Wisconsin 
P.O. Box 14543 
Milwaukee, WI 5321 4  
Wisconsin hotline: 
(4 14) 384-8654 

* COTC in Wisconsin 
P.O. Box 44304 
Milwaukee, WI 53214 

* COTC in Wisconsin 
P.O. Box 1501 
Racine, WI 53401 

* COTC in Wisconsin 
P.O. Box 53 1 
Sturtevant, WI 53177 

* COTC in Wisconsin 
P.O. Box 1052 
Kenosha, WI 53 141  

* COTC White Berets 
& White Rangers HQ 
Chief Executive Leader 
Rev. Ron McVan 
P.O. Box 400 
Otto, NC 28763 

* COTC NY White Berets 
P.O. Box 628 
Putnam Valley ,NY 1 0579 
New York hotline: 
(21 2) 465-331 5  

* COTC in New York 
Box 262 
47 12  Avenue "N" 
Brooklyn, NY 1 1234 

* COTC in New York 
P.O. Box 28 1 3  
Huntington, N Y  1 1 746 

* COTC in Maryland 
P.O. Box 1 8494 
Baltimore, MD 2 1 237 

* COTC in California 
P.O. Box 69 
Pinole, CA 94564 

* COTC in Nevada 
P.O. Box 55 
Dyer, NV 890 10 

* COTC in Illinois 
P.O. Box 102 
Moline, IL 61265 

* COTC in Aorida 
P.O. Box 7045 
Jacksonville, FL 32238 

* COTC in Montana 
P.O. Box 49 1 
Superior, MT 59872 

* COTC in Georgia 
Rt 7, Box 439 
Tifton, GA 3 1 794 

* COTC in Alabama 
P.O. Box 851631 
Mobile, AL 36685 

* COTC in Michigan 
P.O. Box 2447 1 
Detroit, MI 48224 

* COTC in Ohio 
P.O. Box 20365 
Kettering, OH 45420 

* COTC in Idaho 
Rt.2, Box 30A 
Weippe, ID 83553 
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From the Jewish Bible: 
Wild stories of Pornography, Obscenity, Im m orality and 
Violence w h ich a re being accep ted by the gu llib le 
Christian yokels as "the Word of God" • • •  

Part Vll in a Series based upon Chapters of "The X-Rated Book: 
Sex and Obscenity in the Bible" by J. Ashleigh Burke 
(with illustrations by Ron Quinn). 

Judea-Christian Bible condones Jewish barbarism: 

Two hundred foreskins 
gain David a king's daughter 

YOUR FA1HER SAID. \ MUST 
BRIN& BAct< 1 00 FORE St<INS 
TO WIN YOOR J.IAN D .  
HELL . . .  I GoT 200 , 

� \  

�VID WINS I<ING- SAUL' S 
OAUGMTER 

David accepts a challenge, 
And a king's daughter he wins, 
As he returns from battle 
With two hundred foreskins. 

* * * * * 

David, a favorite Jew of the Jewish spook 
Yahweh, fell In love with King Saul's daughter 
Michal and wanted to marry her. However, 
Saul did not approve of the match, and to 
prevent It came up with the idea of allowing 
David to marry Michal if he would go into 
battle against the Philistines and bring 
back a hundred foreskins. Naturally, he 
didn't think David would make It back alive. But 
the slimy Jew David not only returned 5afely but 
brought back double the required number of 
circumcision trophies, thereby winning the klng's 
daughter. Let's quote directly from the Judeo
Chrlstlan bible with all Its primitive, garbled, 
sick and barbaric Jewish logic. 

I Samuel 18: 
25. And Saul said, Thus shall ye say to 

David, The king desireth not any dowry, 
but a hundred foreskins of the PbiDstines, 
to be avenged of the king's enemies. But 
Saul thought to make David fall by the hand of 
the Philistines. 

26. And when his servants told David these 
words, It pleased David well to be the klng's son 
In law. 

27. Wherefore David arose and went, 
he and his men, and slew of the Phi&stines 
two hundred men; and David brought 
their foreskins, and gave them In full tale to 
the king, that he might be the klng's son In law. 
And Saul gave him Michal his daughter to wife. 

Apparently, the slimy Jew David was not 
satisfied with having only Michal, because In 
another part of the Incoherent pile of dirty 
Jewish falrytales, which the gullible Christian 

yokels worship as "the word of God", we find this 
story: 

II Samuel 1 1 : 
2. And It came to pass In an evenlngtlde, 

that David arose off his bed, and walked upon 
the roof of the klng's house: and from the roof he 
saw a woman washing herself. 

4. And David sent messengers, and took her; 
and she came In unto him, and he lay with her. 

However, even that was not enough for the 
slimy Jew David, because In II Samuel 16 we 
are told that he had acquired ten concubines. 
The story Is told how David's son Absalom 
conspired against his father and started an 
armed rebellion. David fled, leaving behind his 
ten concubines 

II Samuel 1 6: 
22. So they spread Absalom a tent upon the 

top of the house; and Absalom went In unto his 
father's concubines In the sight of all Israel. 

In a typical twist of Jewish "justice", the ten 
Innocent concubines were the ones to pay for 
Absalom's rooftop frolics. After David regained 
the upper hand over Absalom and returned to 
Jerusalem, the ten concubines were placed In 
Isolation where they remained until their death. 

II Samuel 20: 
3. And David came to his house at 

Jerusalem: and the king took the ten women his 
concubines and put them In ward, and fed them, 
but went not In unto them. So they were shut up 
unto the day of their death, living In widowhood. 

* * * • • 

The Judeo-Chrlstlan bible Is nothing but an 
Incoherent collection of primitive, barbaric, dirty 
Jewish falrytales: a stinking pOe of Jewish 
garbage. 

How strange and stupid It Is that millions of 
gullible Christian yokels accept and worship 
such sick and perverted Jewish garbage as 
"holy", bend their knees before a Jew-concocted 
spook and his mythical Jewish bastard and, as 
In the case of the "true Israel" Identity lunatics, 
want to appropriate such garbage as "their own". 

We White Radal Loya&sts -- Creators 
say: to hell with all the "true and untrue" 
Israel a nd all the other Jewish garbage! 
Long live the one and only, true and 
revolutionary White Racial Religion -
Creativity - based on the Eternal Laws 
of Nature, History. Logic and Common 
Sense. 

Ch ristianity is 
m ass insanity! 

To be a Christian is 
to be a Jew-worshiper. 

Purpose of this Series 
Our purpose of this series Is to expose and 

destroy the myth of the sanctity of the Jewish 
scrlbbllngs which have been foisted through 
deceit and terror by the perfidious Jews upon 
the White People as the "ultimate and 
Immutable word of God". The fact Is that the 
Jew-spawned Christianity (centered on the 
antlnatural, absurdly Illogical and suicidal 
legends about a mythical Jewish bastard) Is 
the deadly mind polson which has destroyed 
the glorious White Roman civilization and Is 
currently destroying all of the White Race; 
therefore, Christianity must be exposed, 
defeated and eliminated In order to save the 
White Race. By using ridicule and unmasking 
this Idiotic age old spooks-In-the-sky swindle, 
we believe we can best help lead the White 
Race back to sanity, common sense, and a 
healthy, constructive attitude towards Its own 
best Interests. Delenda est Judaica! 



Liberty, Chaos and 
Organized Society 
(Continued from Page 3) 

There would, of course, also be no schools, no 
government, no law enforcement agencies, and no laws. 
As such, there would also be no police protection from 
thieves, murderers and other criminals. It would be every 
man for himself. In fact, it would be utter chaos and 
anarchy, and let me point out that anarchy is the most 
cruel and tyrannical of all forms of government. 

Do such situations exist in the world? Yes, most 
decidedly, and more and more countries of the world are 
drifting into despair and anarchy. We read about the 
various nigger "republics" in Africa. In one single edition 
of a recent mainstream newspaper the present status of 
three such countries was described. 

* * * * * 

On the west coast of Africa there is Liberia, a country 
that was founded as early as 1822 by the United States to 
accommodate freed slaves. Its constitution was modeled 
after that of the U.S.A. In the intervening 168 years, how 
has Liberia fared? 

As in most of these nigger republics, there is a civil 
war going on, a war that has degenerated into brutal tribal 
slaughter that characterizes most of these "free" and 
"independent" states in Africa that can loosely be called 
countries. At war are the Nimba and the Krahn tribes, 
aided and abetted by the Gios and the Manos tribes, Added 
to this melee of mass murder and wholesale slaughter are 
the Americo-Liberian decedents of the early freed slaves 
from America. 

On July 29, 1990, Liberian soldiers forced their way 
into St. Peter's Lutheran Church, designated as a Red 
Cross Center, and slaughtered an estimated 700 displaced 
civilians. More were shot shortly thereafter at the John F. 
Kennedy hospital and elsewhere bringing the total 
casualties in one day to 1000, which constitutes only one 
fifth of the total in the war so far. 

Former President Samuel Doe was slain in 1990, as 
was the former President William R. Tolbert, Jr. before 
him, in Doe's succession to power. 

Anarchy, chaos, brutality and killing are the norm. 
More than 600,000 refugees, 20% of Liberia's population, 
have fled the country from the devastations of this grisly 
war in the last 12 months alone. 

Most of these refugees have fled to neighboring 
Guinea, the Ivory Coast and to Sierra Leone. 

How are these countries faring? Let us look at Sierra 
Leone, for instance. 

In Freetown, the dilapidated capital, roads amount to 
no more than a maze of potholes, electricity shuts off 
daily, hospitals lack running water, and most telephones 
are for looks only. Corruption in government runs so 
deep that the International Monetary Fund (mostly funded 
by American taxpayer money) has fmally shut off aid. In 
short, the country is in a state of anarchy, chaos, famine 
and corruption, as are almost all of the nigger republics of 
Africa. 

Let us look at one more such republic more than a 
thousand miles to the east, in the heart of Africa. 

Uganda has all the physical attributes of a beautiful, 
prosperous country, once described by Winston Churchill 
as "The Pearl of Africa". It has an ample supply of water 
and fertile land, and the climate is generally warm and 
sunny. Properly organized and developed, it could be one 
of the most prosperous and beautiful countries in the 
world. 

There is one major problem. It is populated by 
niggers. The consequence is that Uganda is mired in 
poverty, wracked with hunger and starvation. During 17 
of the last 21  years Ugandans have been agonizingly 
entangled in protracted civil war and anarchy. Young 
children walk around with bellies swollen from hunger, 
and from the effects of a host of worms and other 
intestinal parasites picked up from dirty drinking water. 
More than 700,000 civilians have been killed in the 
ongoing slaughter. Ugandan soldier-thugs have destroyed 
thousands of schools, looted clinics and hospitals; blasted 
roads, rail links and power stations, the handiwork of 
previous White Man's contributions, into useless rubble. 

This by no means encompasses the turmoil, anarchy, 
chaos and the proliferation of civil wars that are going on 
in the Dark Continent. In fact, it is no more than a 
thumbnail capsule of what is going on in the vast 
majority of these savage enclaves, but whereas this is not 
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THE DAMN FOOL 
DOESN'T- KNOW HE 'S 
1lED UP IN OUR llEW 
YOKE ,  AND IHE ONLY 
FREEDOM UE GETS 
1 5  WHAT WE HAND 

OUT. 

I 
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the place to summarize this huge conglomerate of 
brutality, mass murder, mayhem and insane savagery, here 
is a short summary as of 1990. 

This is a partial list of the African countries that were 
still in a state of war and rebellion in 1990, and the dates 
at which such ongoing wars started: 

Uganda, 1969. 
Ethiopia, 1974. 
Angola, 1975. 
Mozambique, 1981 
South Africa, 1983 
Sudan, 1984 
Somalia, 1988 
Liberia, 1990, etc. 
So much for the potential of trying to uplift the 

savage niggers to the levels of White civilization. 

* * * * * 

But Africa is not the only continent in turmoil. Even 
our ancestral homeland of Europe is disintegrating into a 
bedlam of anarchy. We fmd the Balkan countries, we find 
Rumania, Bulgaria and Hungary in a state of chaos, 
confusion and rebellion. We fmd Yugoslavia breaking up 
into ethnic entities which want "independence" , freedom 
from the central government. We find the great 
conglomerate of Russia, probably the world's richest land 
area of natural resources breaking up into floundering and 
confused independences, which, if and when they do 
become independent, cannot govern themselves, cannot 
organize themselves to feed and house their own people in 
a land of rich natural abundance. Yes, the Russian people 
are facing a dire winter of hunger and famine, even in the 
Ukraine, a rich area that as long as 80 years ago was 
considered the rich bread basket of Europe. 

Yes, despite all of the technological advances of the 
last 50 years, most of the world is facing chaos and 
starvation. Not only in Africa, Russia and most of the 
formerly communist countries of Europe, but also in 
Central America, South America, and closer to home in 
the U.S.A., most of the major cities in our own country 
are wracked with crime, anarchy, unemployment and 
poverty. The fact is, as we approach the 21st century, the 
whole world, it seems, is going to hell in a hand basket 

What is wrong? Can the White Race be saved? 

* * * * * 

We Creators believe we have some cogent answers. 
In the first place, for a society to survive and prosper its 
whole foundation for such must be based on a sound and 
intelligent philosophy. This we have not been getting. 
The Jews, our deadliest enemies, did everything possible 
to mislead and confuse the White Race. 

The same Jewish conspiracy that tossed the catch
words of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity into the French 
mobs 200 years ago and threw that advanced country into 
chaos, rebellion and anarchy, is still with us and at it 
today. It is still plying the same con game to most of the 
world, although the facade of the format has changed, 

seemingly. Today, with the Jews in firm control of the 
most powerful nation in the world, the United States of 
America, they are pushing democracy, American style, and 
pushing it down everyone's throat, whether they like it or 
not. The fact that the Jews are putting so much fervor 
behind their promotion of democracy should in itself raise 
a red flag and alert us to its disastrous consequences. 

What is wrong with democracy? Well, just 
about everything. The core of the problem is 
that, along with Christianity and Communism, 
it is a Jewish promotion that bodes ill for the 
White Race and is designed to converge more 
and more tyrannical power into the hands of 
the Jewish power establishment. Like Liberty, 
Equality and Fraternity, it is a Jewish fraud. 

Here is how Jewish "democracy", American style, 
works. Seemingly, the people are loo to believe that 
because they are allowed to vote, they are governing them
selves. Nothing could be further from the truth. Ask, for 
example, the Germans. For the last 40 years they have 
had democracy shoved down their throat. At the same 
time they have had some 300,000 American occupation 
troops on their soil, with another 300,000 or so Soviet 
occupation troops 011 East German soil. Now they have 
been allowed reunification, but most of the troops, after 
45 years, are still there. In private, most of the Germans I 
have talked to have told me that the six peacetime years 
under National Socialism and Adolf Hitler were the finest, 
most prosperous and most glorious years in their history. 
Supposing they, both East and West Germany, wanted 10 
vote in a Nazi government tomorrow. Under their 
"democracy", do you believe for a moment they would be 
allowed 10 do so? Not a chance of a snowball in hell. 
That is what the American and Russian troops, under 
Jewish control, are there 10 make sure never happens. 

Things are not really much different in the United 
States itself. With the money, the financial 
power, in the hands of the Jews, and the 
newsmedia and the propaganda apparatus also 
in their hands, the Jews are able to operate 
their " divide and conq uer " technique so 
expertly that the people never realize how 
effectively they are being fleeced, robbed, 
manipulated and enslaved. With the two-party 
system the Jews have all the necessary 
leverage they need to put their very own 
stooges into positions or government and keep 
out any meaningful opposition to their 
nefarious designs. As a result, we now have a 
president that is a toady, a chabez-goy, a stooge for the 
Jewish powerhouse. We have a congress that is 
completely at the mercy of the Jewish manipulators. This 
applies equally to our governors, our state houses, to City 
Hall and all the way down to the lowest level of local 
government. 

Whereas the original Constitution strictly limited the 
powers of the Federal government, and reserved most of 
the rights (education, voting procedures, etc.) 10 the State 
governments, the Civil War of 1861-65 changed all that. 
The Federal government, taking advantage of the naked 
power of its armies, has ever since used brute force to 
override any and all rights the states had in all the areas 
proscribed in the constitutional agreement. Then, as now, 
the Federal government rode, and now rides, roughshod 
over any rights the states or the people have reserved unto 
themselves in the 9th and lOth Amendments. When in 
1956 the State of Arkansas did not want niggers to enter 
into and louse up their High School at Little Rock, the 
Federal government, completely under Jewish control, 
sent down 10,000 troops to ram their fiat down the throats 
of the local citizens. When a few years later the Universi
ty of Mississippi did not want a nigger enrolled in their 
college, the Federal government in short order deployed 
20,000 Federal troops to force this one goddamned nigger 
into an institution where the local people did not want 
him, and had every con�titutional right to reject him. 

Being in full control of the propaganda 
apparatus, especially the electronic boob-tube, 
and having convinced us of the one-man one
vote virtues, we are daily being slopped with 
the claim of how free we are in America, that 
we are all equal, that we should accept the 
niggers, the Mexicans, the Indians, the Jamai
cans, and a slew of other mud races as our 
brothers. (This is where the " Equality" and 
"Fraternity" dosage comes in.) Meanwhile, 

(Continued on Page 8) 
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Impeach Bushwhacker Bush! 
(Continued from Page 2) 

To further demonstrate what a treacherous "ally" we 
have shacked up with, consider the following. We are 
now out there, defending Israel with blood, guts and 
money. The U.S . has sent very expensive (one shot = 
one million $) "Patriot" antimissile batteries and 
American soldiers to protect Israel. In a typically Jewish 
gesture of "gratitude", Israel started demanding 13  billion 
dollars of additional "aid" from the U.S.  as a 
compensation for Israel's "losses and restraint". From the 
Jewish viewpoint, the fact that American soldiers are 
shedding their blood for the protection of Israel does�'t 
amount to anything of any consequence. After al l,  m 
accordance to the Jewish Talmud, goy's blood is simply 
water. The Jews want not only American blood but also 
tons of cold cash. 

* * * * * 

Let's come right out and say it. 
George B ushwhacker is a stooge in the 

clutches of the Jews. He is fronting for . them 
and playing their game. He is not on ly a 
traitor to the White Race, he is also a traitor 
to the country of which he holds the highest 
office in the land. He is in collusion with our 
most deadly enemies, the Jews and their para
sitic bandit state of Israel. This is high treason 
against his own country, whose very interests and laws he 
has sworn to uphold and defend. The Founding Fathers in 
drawing up the Constitution of the United States some 
200 years ago took a dim view of treason. Article III, 
Section 3 of the Constitution states: "T rea s o n  
a ga inst the U nited S ta tes s hall c ons is t only 
in levy ing wa r a ga ins t them, or a dhering to 
the ir enem ies, giving them A id and Comfort. " 
George Bush has done exactly this. The penalty for 
treason has traditionally been death by hanging. 

* * * * * 

What should we do about this miserable situation? If 
we let Bush and his Jewish overlords have their way, tens 
of thousands, probably hundreds of thousands of people 
will  be wantonly killed, or more properly stated, 
murdered. Tens of thousands of these will be American 
citizens. The Spotlight reports that within the first 24 
hours of this gruesome war Iraq suffered 1 5,� to 20,� 
casualties, most of which were women and children. Th1s 
our Jewsmedia has not reported. But with as many as 
2 000 sorties dropping bombs every day, what can we 
e�pect? Why are we doing this monstrous criminal act? 
Iraq, 10,000 miles away, did not invade the �nited States, 
and is not now, or ever, a threat to our secunty or our true 
vital interests. 

What should we do? The most compelling thing we 
can do is have the Congress impeach the key player in 
this treacherous and abortive misadventure, namely George 
Bushwhacker Bush. 

Rep. Henry Gonzalez (D.- Texas), Chairman of the 
House Banking Committee, has already introd�ced s�c� a 
resolution of impeachment, containing four articles, ClUng 
four specific charges. They are: 

Article I contends that Bush "has prepared, planned 
and conspired to engage in a massive war against Iraq, 
employing methods of mass destruction that will result in 
the killing of tens of thousands of civilians, many of 
whom will be children. This planning includes the 
placement and potential use of nuclear weapo�s, a�d. the 
use of such indiscriminate weapons and mass1ve killmgs 
by serial bombardment, or otherwise, of civilians violates 
the Hague Conventions of 1897 and 1923, the Geneva 
Convention of 1 949 and Protocol I thereto , the 
Nuremberg Charter, the Genocide Convention and the 
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights. " 

In Article II, Gonzalez charges that Bush "has 
planned, prepared, and conspired to commit crimes against 
the peace by leading the United Stales into aggressive war 
against Iraq in violation of Article 2 (4) of the UN 
Charter, the Nuremberg Charter, other international 
instruments and treaties and the Constitution of the United 
Stales. " 

Article III accuses Bush of having "violated the 
U.S. Constitution, federal law and the UN Charter by 
bribing, intimidating and threatening others, including the 
members of the UN Security Council, to support 
belligerent acts against Iraq. " 

- GEORGE BUSH -
I F  ISRAEL WANTS US TO FIGHT I RAQ) THEY GOT I I. 
I F  ISRAE L WANTS MORE AID, TH EY 
&01 1 1.  

And, finally, in Article I V  Gonzalez points out �at 
despite congressional ratification of the UN Sec�nty 
Council Resolution of November 29, 1990, "the presldenl 
has not received a declaration of war by Congress, and in 
contravention of the wrillen word, the spirit and the intent 
of the U.S. Constitution, has declared that he will g? to 
war regardless of the views of Congress and the Amerzcan 
people." 

We could add to this list the other charges we have 
already reported. But we will let Congress take the lead 
and give them our support. Write Rep. Gonzalez and 
write your own congressmen in support of the 
impeachment resolution. 

* * * * * 

Meanwhile, across the nation and throughout _the 
world the common people are rising up in protest agamst 
this insane war. Huge demonstrations with "NO W AR" 
signs and placards are appearing, some spontaneously and 
some well-organized. In Washington on the week-end of 
January 26th, a huge crowd marched down Pennsylva�ia 
A venue to the White House displaying signs and chanung 
slogans, such as " S upport the troops! B ring 
them home ! " ,  " Hell no, we won't go! We 
support the PLO!'' The police sai_d there w�re 75,000 
marchers, but the organizers c laim the figure was 
250,000. The Bushwhacker, in an effort to escape the 
protests to his insane war, fled to Camp David for the 
weekend. 

In Bonn, Germany, at least 1 50,000 people, some 
beating drums or waving banners, gathered in a rally to 
protest the war. One of their slogans was: " To hell 
with B u sh and Saddam. The people want 
peace! "  

· 

. .  
In Camden, New Jersey, as in hundreds of other ClUes 

throughout the United States and the world, �rotest cro�ds 
vented their anger against the insane war m the Persian 
Gulf. Susan Pryor, a schoolteacher from Camden, carried 
a sign that expressed their sentiment explicitly: " Let's 
kick a little ass out of the White House! " 
Good idea. 

* * * * * 

Here is an outline of some steps you can take to stop 
Bush's pro-Jewish war in the Gulf: 

1. Write your Congressmen and Senators to support 
Rep. Gonzalez resolution to impeach presiden� Bush. 

2. Make contact with the protest groups m your area 
and cultivate relationships with their leaders. Distribute 
copies of Racial Loyalty to the membership, especially 
during meetings and parades. By and large, those people 
are already partially in our camp. Give them the res� of 
the information as to who is behind this war and bnng 
them into our movement. 

3. Support and help build the COTC and the 
Creativity movement until we have the members, the 
power and the muscle to destroy the Jewish tyranny in 
toto and take charge of our own destiny. This is the real 
and only answer to the world's problems. 

DELENDA EST JUDAICA! RAHOW A !  

Liberty, Chaos and 
Organized Society 
(Continued from Page 7) 

the White Race, accepting all this Jewish 
propaganda as the " will of the majority" , 
peacefully acq uiesces. The White Americans 
are further told that it is their Christian duty 
to help the needy, and we must subsidized all 
these parasitic mud races at home and abroad, 
whether we like it or not. This is the essence 
or democracy, that great and magic Jewish 
concept. 

Let us make one thing clear. We Creators are not 
talking about bigger government. On the contrary, we are 
for less government, not more. We envision a

. 
govern

ment that is smaller, imposes less, much less, m taxes, 
and interferes less with our lives. On the other hand, our 
kind of government, based on the White leadership princi
ple, is more concerned' with those duties a well-ordered 
government is properly constituted to perfo� in the first 
place. The first duty of such a government IS to protect 
our life and property. Secondarily, it would also provide 
those orderly facilities such as roads, bridges, harbors, 
airports, schools, law and order, coining of interest free 
money, and several other necessary accoutre!llents tha� are 
incumbent upon a prosperous and well constituted society. 
The big difference between the present parasitical Jew
dominated society and a Creator-oriented society is this: 
our kind of government will be based on the Leadership 
Principle, headed not by Jews, but our own White leaders 
whose overwhelming religious zeal is not to rob and 
destroy our White Race but to protect its integrity a� all 
costs and to work for the sole benefit of our own precious 
race.

' 
The primary goal of such government will be the 

survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race, 
and expunging the cancerous alien mud races from the 
body of our society. 

Meanwhile the White Race is being mongrelized, 
decimated and destroyed in a deliberate war of genocide, 
not only in the United States, but on a worldwide basis. 

* * * * * 

What can we do about it? Are we helpless to reverse 
the trend now fully set in motion? 

The answer is: there is much we can do about it. In 
fact, we can solve whole problem resolutely, once and for 
all time. 

The first prerequisite we, the White Race, 
must have is a firm, positive and militant 
philosophy and program of our own. For too 
long we have been led around by the nose by 
our enemies, who have imposed treacherous 
destr uctive alien philosophies upon our 
thinking. A mong the most invidious and 
deadly or these have been christianity, com�u
nism and democracy, all or them or Jewish 
origin. Before we can take any meaningful 
constructive action, we must throw overboard 
into the trash heap or history those degene
rative ideas the parasitic Jew has imposed 
upon the White Race. These include, besides 
Christianity, Communism and Democracy, the 
ideas of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. In 
their place we must instead promote those positive 
lessons that Nature has taught -- ideas that were basic 
and valid from time immemorial and will be so unto all 
eternity. Some of these ideas are as follows. 

(See Page 12 for 
Lessons of Nature for White Survival) 

The true heroes of the White Race 
Texas Rangers 

Of this far-famed corps -- so much feared 
and hated by the Mexicans -- I can add 
nothing to what has already been written.  The 
character of the Texas Ranger is now well known 
by both friend and foe. As a mounted soldier he 
has had no counterpart in any age or country. 
Chivalrous, bold and impetuous in action,  he is yet 
wary and calculating, always i mpatient of r�stra1nt, 
and sometimes unscrupulous and unmerc1ful. He 
performs his active duties thorou

_
ghly. He 

is an excellent rider and a dead shot. His arms are 
a rifle a revolver and a knife. 

From "The Texas Ranaers" by W. P. Webb 



HEAL TH 

A New Menu to 
Heal the Heart 
A yearlong study proves that diet, exercise and 
stress reduction can open arteries and save lives 

L 
ike 40 million other Americans, 
Robert Royall has heart disease. 
Back in 1986 Royall, then 49, 
learned that one of his coronary 
arteries was 37 percent blocked, 

seriously impeding the blood flow to his 
heart. On his doctor's advice he began fol
lowing the regimen recommended by the 
American Heart Association: he reduced 
the fat in his diet to 30 percent of total 
calories, cut his dietary cholesterol to 300 
mg a day and started exercising. A year 
later the blockage had increased to 77 per
cent. So Royall took more drastic meas
ures. He enrolled in a research program 
run by Dr. Dean Ornish of the University of 
California, San Francisco, that demanded 
he adopt a new way oflife. His new diet was 
almost entirely vegetarian with a third as 
much fat as the AHA recommended. Along 
with regular exercise, he practiced stress
reduction techniques, including medita
tion. A year later the blockage in his artery 
had been reduced to 59 percent, while blood 
flow through the artery had nearly tripled. 
By the standards of conventional medicine, 
the impossible had happened. 

Even as a medical student at Baylor Col
lege of Medicine in Texas, Ornish won
dered why doctors considered it standard 
practice to bypass blocked arteries-liter
ally-rather than attack the causes of 
heart disease. In a coronary bypass opera
tion, vessels from elsewhere in the body are 
grafted onto the heart so that blood can 
circumvent an artery clogged with 
cholesterol and other deposits. In 
many cases, however, the new arter-
ies themselves become blocked. With 
angioplasty, a surgical technique pop-
ular since the mid-'80s, a small bal-
loon is inflated in the artery, pushing 
aside the deposits to permit the flow of 
blood. But clogging often recurs after 
angioplasty, too. 

Lifestyle factors had long been implicat
ed in the incidence of heart disease, but 
Ornish found that diet, exercise and stress 
reduction were being tried on a piecemeal 
basis only. No researcher had put them all 
together in a single experiment and meas
ured the effects on the heart. Ornish decid
ed to do just that, on the theory that if 
people could benefit from one major 

change in their lives, they could benefit 
even more. by making several. 

Forty-eight volunteers . participated in 
the San Francisco-based study. All were 
patients with severe heart disease, and 

most had decided against sur-

T gery. Ornish divided them ran-

0 domly into two groups: 28 were 

T 
put on his experimental regi-
men, and 20 became a control 

A group, receiving standard med-

l ical care and following the 
AHA recommendations in or
der to provide a base of.compar-

H ison. The Ornish group adopted 
E a near-vegetarian diet; the only 

A animal products they could eat 
were egg whites and one cup 

l daily of nonfat milk or yogurt. 
T They reduced fat intake to 10 

H 
= SALUBRIOUS LIVING 

percent of total calories and cholesterol to 5 
mg a day (the amount in half a tablespoon 
of light cream). They eliminated caffeine 
altogether, and those who wished to drink 
were permitted only two ounces of alcohol a 
day. To control stress they meditated, did 
stretching exercises and practiced other 
relaxation strategies derived from yoga. 
They spenta minimum of30 minutes three 
times a week exercising, usually walking, 
and met as a support group twice a week. 

�been Ornlah'a Diet" . 
,.".; ' .. ' . .. . . · .. ��� �· 
:oriiish (above, with patients) cuts fat 
.to: 1 o. percent of total calories and cho-
1lt!Sterol to 5 mg. The diet consists ·, 

illostly of fruit. vegetables and grains. 
·flealthy folks can modify the diet if J!teir choleSterol stays at 150. 

At the end of a year, most of the experi
mental group reported that their chest 
pains had virtually disappeared; for 82 
percent of t�e patients, arterial clogging 
had reversed. Those who were sickest at 
the start of the program actually showed 
the most improvement on the regimen. 
Compared with the findings from the con
trol group, the results from the experi
mental group seem even more dramatic. 
The patients receiving standard care re
ported an increase in chest pain, and their 
arterial blockage worsened. Ornish's con
clusion: "Conventional recommendations 
don't seem to go far enough. Dietary 
changes and a 30 percent fat diet may help 
prevent heart disease in some people, but it 
may not·be enough to reverse blockage.'! 

Surprisingly, changes in blood cholester
ol were .not as closely linked to changes in 
the arteries as conventional medicine 
would have it. Ornish once had thought 
that a patient's arteries would not begin 
healing until blood cholesterol levels 
dropped below 180 (200 is considered by 
most doctors the upper limit for good 
health). "I was wrong," he says. "Cholester
ol is important, but it's not the whole sto
ry." As long as his patients stuck with the 

overall program, their arteries improved. 
Robert Royall, who suffers from unusually 
high cholesterol owing to a genetic condi
tion, saw his cholesterol drop from 360 to 
about 250 on the program. Even so, Ornish 
was on the verge of prescribing a cholester
ol-lowering drug-until he saw the dra
matic change in Royall's arteries. 

Should the Ornish regimen be' the treat
ment of choice for heart disease? A growing 
number of doctors already advocate Or
nish's principles. "To look to physicians for 
medicines and magic treatment isn't the 
only answer," says Dr. Kerry Stewart, as
sistant professor of medicine at Johns Hop
kins School of Medicine. On the other hand 
the medical profession is notoriously con
servative, and many physicians will wait to see further research. Dr. Basil Rifkind of 
the National Heart, Lung and Blood Insti
tute notes that Ornish's is the first con
trolled clinical trial to show these results. 

in Ina: Meanwhile, Ornish's patients 
are thrilled with their new lives. Werner 
Hebenstreit, 75, a retired businessman, is 
the oldest in the group; when he joined the 
program he could barely cross the street 
without chest pains. "Now I can hike for six 
hours in the Grand Tetons at 8,000 feet." 
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· Pa cka,?e ! 
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The Fourteen Principles of 

Salubrious Living 
1. We believe in living in accord with our human biological heritage and in hannony 

with the Laws of Nature. 

2. This means eating fresh wholesome food in its natural state as Nature has given it 
to us. It must be uncooked, unprocessed, unpreserved and not tampered with in any other 
way. This further means it must be organically grown, without the use of chemicals. 

3. Availing ourselves of a clean, wholesome environment -- fresh, unpolluted air; 
clean water; and the beneficial therapy from the direct rays of the sun, every day. 

4.  Some fonn of strenuous physical exercise several times a week. 

5.  Rest and relaxation, both mental and physical, including sound and efficient sleep. 

6. A fonn of recreation that is gratifying to our sense of accomplishment 

7. A sense of purpose, security and confidence to fuel our goals for accomplishment 
and living the good life. We must have goals and we must be motivated. 

8.  Deliberate self-mastery of our life and our work. 

9. Gregarious living within the framework of our CREATIVE religion, our White 
society and social intercourse with our White Racial Comrades. We are social animals. 

10. Healthy expression of our sexual instincts. 

1 1 .  Living in a pleasing and healthful environment. 

1 2. We do not believe in the use of any "medicines". drugs or chemicals as having any 
healing or therapeutic value. In fact, all medicines, drugs, narcotics and chemicals are 
poisonous and toxic to the human body. Furthermore, and for the same reason, we do not 
believe in the use of vitamin, mineral, or enzyme supplements, nor the use of artificial food 
coloring, preservatives, nor refined or fragmented foods. 

13. We strongly believe in the practice of fasting as the best means of ridding the 
body of accumulated poisons and toxins. We are convinced that fasting is the most natural 
and effective means the body has of overcoming all fonns of disease, and restoring itself 
back to health. 

14. Living in, and promoting a eugenic White society. This means that we take 
particular care in not only assuring the perpetuation of our precious White Race, but we 
take deliberate care that the misfits are culled and that each generation advances to higher and 
more salubrious levels, physically, aesthetically and mentally. 

Three Short Rules for 
Maintaining Excellent Health 

1 .  Eat only raw foods in their natural state, basically fruits, vegetables, grains, nuts. 

2. Get plenty of physical exercise, preferable the kind that rev up the heart and lungs. 
Among these are jogging, tennis, swimming and similar activities. 

3 .  Stay away from man-made chemicals of all kinds. This includes alcohol, nicotine, 
caffeine, sugar, preservatives, insecticides, narcotics and drugs of all kinds, whether 
prescription or non-prescription. 
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WHITE PEOPLE AWAKE! SAVE THE WHITE RACE! 
Help us put Ten Million WMBs in the hands of our WRCs! 
When we do, the war is as good as won, and the enemy destroyed. 

************************************************** 
* Books * 

In order to find out the full story of our movement read our B asic 
and Supplem entary Books. 

The logical , complete, comprehensive, conclusive, meaningful and inspiring 
philosophy-ideology-religion of CREATIVITY is the one and only racially religious 
TOTAL PROGRAM, FINAL SOLUTION and ULTIMATE CREED, to which all 
White Men and Women can finally dedicate their total loyalty and commitment, 
knowing that the Creativity Movement is the only salvation for the White Race in 
its desperate struggle for survival. D ear White Rac ial Comrade, read 
our books and join w ith us in the glorious m ission to aw ake the 
White People and to save the White Rac e! 

NATURE' S  ETERNAL RELIGION 
By Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1973. 508 Pages, 49 Chapters. 
This book sets forth the fundamentals of a Racial Religion for the White Race based 
on the Laws of Nature. It exposes the whole panorama of the sinister conspiracy that 
is threatening to mongrelize and destroy the White Race, and lays out an effective 
Creed and Program for the solution of the ills that beset the White People. 

$8 each I Carton of 8 -- $40 I Carton of 32 -- $ 100. Postpaid. 

THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE 
By Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1 98 1 .  4 5 1  Pages, 73 Chapters. 
This book expands and extends the Creed and Program of the First, One and Only 
White Racial Religion -- CREATIVITY, and includes the Salubrious Living Idea: 
A Sound Mind in a Sound Body in a Sound Society in a Sound Environment. 

$8 each I Carton of 8 -- $40 I Carton of 50 -- $ 1 75. Postpaid. 

SALUB RIOUS LIVING 
Written by Arnold DeVries and Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1982. 
244 Pages, 22 Chapters. This book spells out our program in detail for living a 
Natural Life Style and achieving and maintaining the Ultimate in Superb Health and 
Wellbeing. (IMPORTANT NOTE: At this point we Creators would like to clarify a 
very prevalent misconception that one cannot join the Creativity Movement without 
changing his eating habits. That is simply not true! Our goals of Salubrious 
Living, Latin as a universal language, organic farming, Eugenics, etc . ,  are the long
term ADVANCEMENT-stage goals. Therefore, their immediate implementation is 
not necessary for becoming a Creator. We Creators recognize that even the longest 
journey starts with the first steps! We urge every White person to read our books, 
join our Movement and take the first steps in the long and glorious journey towards a 
New White Renaissance, a Whiter and Brighter World, and a Glorious Era of the 
White Superman.) $5 each I Carton of 1 2  -- $30 I Carton of 48 -- $ 100. Postpaid. 

EX PANDING C REATIVITY 
By Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1 985. 255 Pages. This book 
contains the leading articles written by Ben Klassen, P.M.,  and printed in the first 12  
issues of Racial Loyalty. $5 each I Carton of 10 -- $35. Postpaid. 

BUILDING A WHITER AND BR IGHTER WORLD 
By Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1986. 270 Pages. This book 
continues the leading articles from issues of Racial Loyalty where Expanding 
Creativity left off. $5 each I Carton of 10 -- $35. Postpaid. 

R AHOWA ! This Planet is All Ours 
By Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1987. 262 Pages. This book 
details the RAcial HOly WAr (RAHOWA) that is upon us and how we must fight 
that war to survive. $5 each I Carton of 10 -- $35. Postpaid. 

THE KLASSEN LETTERS, VOL. ONE ( 1969- 1976) 
By Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1 988. 292 Pages. This book 
traces the Genesis of the Racial Religion for the White People, its Origins and 
Historical Evolution as chronicled through the correspondence of its Founder. 

$5 each I Carton of 10 -- $35. Postpaid. 

THE KLASSEN LETTERS, VOL. TWO ( 1976-1981)  
By Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published i n  1989. 276 Pages. This book 
continues to trace the Genesis of the Racial Religion for the White People, its 
Origins and Historical Evolution as chronicled through the correspondence of its 
Founder. $5 each I Carton of 1 0  -- $ 35. Postpaid. 

TH E EIGHT BOOK COMBINATION PACKAGE 
Nature's Eternal Religion , The White Man's Bible, Salubrious Living , Expanding 
Creativity, Building a Whiter and Brighter World, RAHOWA! This Planet is All 
Ours, The Klassen Letters Vol. 1 & 2. All Eight Sacred Books of the First, One and 
Only Comprehensive, Logical, Meaningful and Inspiring White Racial Religion -
CREATIVITY, which has the potential of not only leading the White People to a 
worldwide victory, bm also guiding then ,1 the next million years towards a New 
White Renaissance, · .Vhtter · I J  Brighter World and a Glorious Era of the White 
Superman. All eight books for $40. Postpaid. 

THE SCORE 
By Rev. Rudy "Butch" Stanko 

A compelling documentation of the 
powerful Jewish meat cartel's attack on 
th is man's successful meat packing 
business. This expose reveals the hidden 
Jewish hand in banking, the media and the 
Federal government. Written by a 
Christian now turned Creator. 

389 Pages. $7.00. Postpaid. 

SLAVERY S URVIVES IN 
AMERICA 

By Rev. Rudy "Butch" Stanko 
Rev. Stanko wrote this expose about 
slave labor in our Federal prisons 
while in prison himself. This booklet 
should be in every JOG-hater's library. 

30 Pages. $2.50. Postpaid. 

TH E LATE G REAT BOOK 
THE B IBLE 

By Nicholas Carter 
C o m p l e te l y  c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  
CREATIVITY and does much more 
to confirm our position regarding 
Christianity and our racial creed. 

233 Pages. $5.00. Postpaid. 

CH RISTIANITY EXPOS ED 
By Rev. Christine M. Johns 

A scholarly review of NATURE'S 
ETERNAL RELIGION and analysis of 
Christianity by an Honors Graduate of the 
University of Newcastle-on-the-Tyne, 
England. 30 Pages. $2.50. Postpaid. 

* Booklets * 
All of the listed booklets 

are priced as follows: 
I copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $0.50 
10 copies . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $3 .00 
25 copies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .  $6.00 
100 copies . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $20.00 

Booklet No. 38 -- 16 Pages 
* Russia, Israel and the U.S. 
* Israel's Dastardly 1967 Attack on the 
U.S.S.  Liberty 
* The Jewish Contribution to Mankind -
The Hell Bomb 
* In the Name of the White Race -- A 
Declaration of Independence from Jewish 
Tyranny 

Booklet No. 45 -- 12 Pages 
* Superstition and Gullibility -- The 
Achilles Heel of the White Race 
* Gullibili.ty Rating Quiz 
* In the Name of the White Race -- A 
Declaration of Independence from Jewish 
Tyranny 

Booklet No. 56 -- 8 Pages 
* A Few Obvious Questions We would 
like Christians to Explain with some 
Sensible Answers 
* Why We Indict Christianity So Strongly 

Book let No. 101  -- 16 Pages 
* Not Likely a "Who" 
* We arc not Atheists -- We are Creators 
* What is a Spirit? 

Order All Items From: 
Church of the Creator 
P.O. Box 400 
Otto, NC 28763 USA 

Booklet No. 102 -- 16 Pages 
* The Federal Reserve Board -- The Most 
Gigantic Counterfeiting Ring in e World 

Booklet No. 103 -- 12  Pages 
* Operation Rip-off 
* The World's Ultimate Patsy -- The 
White American Taxpayer is t he prime 
target for all the scum of the world 

Booklet No. 104 -- 16 Pages 
* RAHOW A! -- Battle Cry of the White 
RAcial HOly WAr 

Booklet No. lOS -- 12 Pages 
* How to Overcome the Real Haters 
* The Meaning of Prejudice and igotry 
* Love and Hate 

Booklet No. 106 -- 12  Pages 
* The Rat Tire Syndrome 
* Our Race is Our Religion 
* Come out of the Closet, White Man! 

Booklet No. 107 -- 12 Pages 
* White Racial Teamwork 
* Goal and Soul 

Book let No. 108 -- 12  Pages 
* I Talked to God 
* Articles for the Defense of the White 
Race 
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Published by 
the Church of the Creator 
at its World Center. 
Editor - Rev. Victor Wolf 
P.O. Box 400 
Otto. North Carolina 287 63 

Subscription Rates 
Subscri bers Inside the U.S . :  
$20 per year. 

Subscribers Outside t e U.S. : 
(Send only U.S.$ as cash I inter nal. M.O.) 
Surface Mail Delivery -- $25 per year. 
Air Mail Delivery -- $35 per year. 

S pecial Subscribers: 
$10 per year. 
In the U.S. and all foreign countries 
for the Skinheads, Armed Forces 
personnel, prisoners, and tudents. 

If you are White, U nite an d F ight! 
Become our Member and Reverend, now! 

* * * * * 

The C.O.T.C. B usines Card 

Carry them with you and gi e to every 
White person! 100 cards -- $ 1 0.00 

1000 card -- $25.00 

A Real Case Against Jews 
New leaflet, excellent for Street Actions. 
20-$ 1 ,  1 25-$5. 500-$ 17. 1000-$30 



More Goodies! 

Leaflets, Stickers & 
Other PRO-WHITE Items 

What is CREATIVITY? 
This flyer gives a brief but comprehensive description 
of our Movement and the materials available. Excellent 
for introducing White people to the White Racial 
Religion -- Creativity and mass distributions during the 
STREET ACTIONS ! 

10 -- $ 1 .00 50 -- $3.00 1 00  flyers -- $5.00 

CREATIVITY Creed and Program 
on one side. "Brotherly love" cartoon is on the other 
side. Excellent for introducing White people to the 
White Racial Rel igion -- Creativity and mass 
distributions during the STREET ACTIONS ! 

1 0  -- $ 1 .00 50 -- $3.00 100 flyers -- $5.00 

The C .O.T.C .  Sticker 

WHITE PEOPL E II WilKE! 
SA VE THE WHITE RACE! 

@) RIIC;A; c�1;Y�l TY @) 
T h e  P R O - W H I T E  N a w a p a p a r  

P. 0 .  BOX 400 - OTIO, N .C. 28763 - U.S.A. 

Let's plaster such st icke rs all over the world! 
1 00 stickers -- $ 1 0.00 1000 stickers -- $25.00 

Official Portrait 
Official and signed (8 x 1 0") portrait of Ben Klassen, 
Pontifex Maximus, Founder of the White Racial 
Religion -- CREATIVITY. $ 1 0.00 each. 

The C.O.T.C. Flag 
3' x 5' Creativity Battle Flag. $55 each. 100 % cotton, 
embroidered both sides with the C.O.T.C. logo. 
Exceptional quality! 

Symbolism of our Flag: (a) The blood-red color of 
our flag symbolizes our struggle for the survival, 
expansion and advancement of the White Race. (b) The 
end-side triangle of pure white color symbolizes the 
emergence of a Whiter and Brighter World out of our 
struggle. (c) The center of the flag is adorned with the 
C.O.T.C. Logo, which symbolizes our unique White 
Racial Religion -- Creativity: the Beacon of hope and 
salvation for the White People. 

We Creators say: to hell with the J.O.G. flag, 
which has become a symbol of race-mixing ; we 
Creators now have our own flag, which proudly 
proclaims -- WHITE PEOPLE A WAKE! SAVE THE 
WHITE RACE! Our battle flag is the flag of a Whiter 
and Brighter Future, so let's make sure that it flies all 
over the world by the year 2000. RAHOWA! 

Bolo Tie & Belt Buckle 
(with Creativity Logo) 

Gold or silver color. $24 per set. Limited stock: rush! 

Video Tape " RACE & REASON" 
with Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus, representing the 
Church of the Creator. Half an hour. VHS, half inch. 
Can be run on local cable network in your area. $20. 

X-RATED BOOK: 
SEX AND OBSCENITY IN THE BIBLE 

A new book exposing the Judeo-Christian Holy (?) 
Bible. Quotes original chapter and verse. $8. Postpaid. 

* THE RACIAL LOYALTY PORTFOLIO* 
Limited edition! Collector's item! The first large
book-fonnat portfolio contains complete reproductions 
of the first 20 issues of the best pro-White newspaper 
RACIAL LOYALTY in 100% original size. $50. 

Racial Loyalty - February 1 991 - Page 11 
Time to take stock 
(Continued from Page 3) 

education, teaching others, recruiting, distributing 
literature, making White babies, and supporting White 
organizations, are all absolute necessities in the struggle. 
All are vital! If you must take action to defend yourselves 
or kinfolk, be as another says, "Like the fog -- everywhere 
and nowhere". Work silently, alone, and invisibly. 

Lastly, let's look at our level of commitment (and 
usually that means money). There are, to be sure, a few 
with TOTAL commitment who come to mind and I'd like 
to use them for examples. Not that they are the only 
ones, but because I know them. These few with TOTAL 
commitment are elderly couples with very limited income, 
who give 'ALL" their available monies, time, and abilities 
to the cause of racial life for our people. If we are to 
secure the life of our people, it is going to take this kind 
of disciplined fanaticism fonn our precious few. 

When I was outside these walls, I used to have a 
guilty conscience every time I spent four dollars on a 
game of golf (and that was my only self-indulgence!). I 
look at all the young men, and now a few women too, 
rotting in JOG's gulags, and wonder how many of our 
self-proclaimed "soldiers" are spending $50 tonight for a 
night on the town? 

If your soul is as tortured as mine by the tonnent 
brought to White children in the jungles that America 
calls "cities", then you will no longer be able to enjoy 
spending a cent on yourself that could go to your favorite 
White organization or toward literature. 

It is time for intell ige nt action, d is c ipl ine d 
fanati cism, purposeful sacrifice, and t o t al 
commitment. The stakes are too high for half-hearted 
efforts! 14 words: 

We must secure the existence 
of our people and a future 

for White children! 

N i e t z s c h e : 
A Prelude to Creativity 

by Rev. Victor Wolf 

While maintaining the undisputed supremacy of the 
Sacred Books of Creativity, we Creators do acknowledge 
and appreciate the important contributions to the advan
cement of White Thought made by Nietzsche, as well as 
Gobineau, Darwin and other geniuses of the White Race. 

PURIFICATION OF 
THE E UROPEAN RACE 
(from Nietzsche's 'The Dawn") 

If the process of purification is successful, all that 
energy fonnerly expended in the struggle of the dissonant 
qualities with one another will stand at the command of 
the total organism: which is why races that have become 
pure have always also become s tronger and m o r e  
beautiful. The classical Greeks offer us  the model of  a 
race and culture that has become pure: and hopefully 
we shall one day also achieve a pure E uropean 
race and culture. 

TOTAL CALAMITY 
(from Nietzsche's "Human, All Too Human") 

Christianity crushed and shattered the European man 
completely and buried him as though in mud: into a 
feeling of total calamity. Christianity is in the 
profoundest sense barbaric, Asiatic, ignoble. 

DEPRAVITY OF MAN 
(from Nietzsche's "Anti-Christ") 

I call an animal, a species, an individual depraved 
when it -loses its instincts, when it chooses, when it 
prefers what is harmful to it.  Christianity is the 
depravity of man. 

ONLY AS CREATORS! 
(from Nietzsche's "Joyful Wisdom") 

How foolish it would be to suppose that one only 
needs to point out the origin of this misty shroud of 
delusion (Christianity) in order to destroy the so-called 
"reality" built upon it. We c an destroy only as 
c re ators!  

Creativity is the one and only 
Winnin Formula or White survival! 

The Five Fundamental 
Beliefs of Creativity 

For Daily Affirmation by All Creators 

Based on the Eternal Laws of Nature, 
History, Logic and Common Sense we Creators 
believe: 

1. WE BELIEVE that our Race Is our 
Religion. 

2. WE BELIEVE that the White Race Is 
Nature's Finest. 

3. WE BELIEVE that racial loyalty Is the 
greatest of aU honors, and racial treason Is the 
worst of all crimes. 

4.  WE BEUEVE that what Is good for the 
White Race Is the highest virtue, and what Is 
bad for the White Race Is the ultimate sin. 

5. WE BELIEVE that the one and only, 
true and revolutionary White Racial Religion -
Creativity - Is the only salvation for the White 
Race. 

* * * * * 

White People Awake! 
Save the White Race! 

* * * * * 

FOUR ACES OF TilE BO�otDER 
Ldl to righ1 :  Pete CrawiOrd, Ray (Pinochle) Miller, John Poole, Arch �Iiiier 

Texas Rangers, the true heroes 
'
of the 

White Race, relax after a successful raid against the 
Mexican bandits. Let us remember and continue the 
glorious traditions of the early Texas Rangers in 
defending the White Race against the Mexican invasion! 
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Lessons of Nature 
for White Survival 

1 .  We must recognize and separate our 
own biological species, our own precious White 
Race, from that of the mud races. 

2. We must recognize our natural enemies, 
namely the mud races, of which the Jews are 
the most vicious, treacherous and deadly. 
DELENDA EST JUDAICA! 

3. We must recognize that our most 
Important mission In life Is the survival, 
expansion and advancement of our own kind and 
that we must make the world safe, not for 
democracy, but for the future of our own 
progeny, for all time. 

4. Instead of accepting and succumbing to 
sick and degenerative Jewish Ideas such as 
Liberty, Equality and Fraternity; Christianity, 
Communism and Democracy; race mixing and 
the promotion and subsidization of the scum and 
the Inferior mud races, we must have a 
complete revolution of those values we hold dear, 
values that are promulgated by the White Race, 
for the best Interests of the White Race and the 
White Race exclusively. 

5. To do this, we must have a clear, 
consistent, comprehensive creed and program of 
our own, based on those values that are In our 
own best Interests. Such a creed and program 
must embrace such key values as Racial 
Loyalty, White Racial Teamwork, Racial Purity, 
the Leadership Principle, the practice of 
eugenics a nd the upgrading of our racial 
species, and many other vital concepts as set 
forth In our own NATURE'S ETERNAL 
RELIGION, THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and 
other religious books of CREATIVITY. 

6. We must realize that whether we like it 
or not, we, the White Race, are embroiled In a 
deadly racial war, a war not of our making, but 
contrived and orchestrated by the worldwide 
Jewish network. We are now in the precarious 
position of being exterminated, a crisis that Is 
coming to a rapid climax. Unless the White 
Race soon becomes aware, aroused, organized 
and militant, we will soon be an extinct species. 

7. We must also realize our own worth -
that we are Nature's Finest, and also we must 
recognize our own strength and resources. 
Aroused, united and organized the White Race Is 
the most powerful force on the face of the earth. 

8. We must realize that we cannot save all 
of humanity, and that we have no obligation to 
do so. We must get our priorities straight and 
save our own precious White Race In accordance 
with the principle of lRIAGE. (See RL No. 67 .) 

9. We must now muster and mobilize those 
forces we possess and wage an all out war to 
destroy our enemies and save the White Race 
from extinction. We must mobilize and polarize 
around one powerful ,  comprehensive and 
militant creed to save ourselves and our future 
progeny. That creed and program Is Creativity 
and Creativity exclusively. 

10. We must realize that we are now In a 
dire and crucial crisis In the life span of our 
race, and we must dedicate ourselves to winning 
this crucial battle for White survival at all costs, 
no matter what the price or the sacrifices 
required. We are Nature's Finest, and In accor
dance with the Highest Law of Nature - survival 
of the species - we must and we will use any and 
all means to secure the survival of our species. 
The end (White survival) justifies the means (any 

. and all means deemed effective and necessary). 
RAHOWA! TOTAL WHITE POWER! 

* * * * * 

White People Awake! 
Save the White Race! 

IN THE LIGHTER VEIN • • •  

Ridicule is frequently employed with more power 
and success than is severity. Horace 

WHITE HEAT CARTOONS by Ron Quinn 

'' WfiiLE WHITE SOLDIERS GET 
J<ll.LED IN GULF WAR . JEW 
BUS\NESSMEN GET RIC H 

BACt< HERE ·: 

WHAI THE JEWS DON'T OWN 
THE clAPS ARE BUYING- UP. 

11-lE JEWS GoT A BI L L  
BEFoRE CONGRE?S TO 
R E NAME THI S  PLAC E ,  

TE L  �VIV NUM BER TWO. 
WHY NOT. . . TH E JEW5 

ARE RUNNI NG- IT.  

\ 

· -

GO ON AN() FIGNT ANO DI E WHilE 
SOLDIERS . . .  WHILE OUR MEN ARE 
SAFE BACt< \N I SRA£L . \Jf:WS LEt 
OT"ER S FIGWf �fiR BA'TlLE S. 

THE J O G, THE WHITE TA'/. PAVER , . 
THE JEW AND THE N\GGE R . 

REMEM0ER NOW . . .  US J EW S  G-ET OUR SHARE 
PLUS 10 % .  

LETS PUT A N  END TO 
TH\ S  TH\EVERV 




